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Dear PBCD Members: 

The future holds tremendous promise for 
planners. The years ahead will provide 
opportunities to promote our unique 
professional skillset. It is essential that we 
continue to reach out to each other and to 
provide support and educational opportunities 
to new planners. Please consider volunteering, 
working with the executive board on 
initiatives, or writing an article for our division 
newsletter.  
 
I want to thank all who contributed to the 2012 
PBCD Forum and to our annual Business 
Meeting. The Forum featured an engaging 
moderated discussion addressing two new 
American realities: a more diverse economy 
and an aging population. Our annual business 
meeting featured a presentation on "Recent 
Trends in Regional and Metropolitan Growth" 
by Mintesnot Woldeamanuel, PhD, Assistant 
Professor in the Department of Urban Studies 
and Planning at California State University at 
Northridge. 
 
The executive board and I have worked with 
the APA on the transition of operational 
activities this year. We also have ramped up the 
mentor program and added a component that 
pairs newer planners with more experienced 
ones. Make sure you check our website and 
follow us on LinkedIn and Facebook.                           
In addition, we have been working on 
innovative sessions and networking events for 
the National Planning Conference that will be 
held in Chicago from April 13-17, 2013.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Executive Board includes:  
 
Patrice Dickerson, AICP – Chair Elect 
patrice.dickerson@hotmail.com 
 
Rodney Harrell, PhD – Vice Chair of Policy 
rodneyharrell@gmail.com 
 
Melissa Williams – Vice Chair of Programs 
melissa.williams@montgomeryplanning.org 
 
Shawnika Johnson – Secretary  
sejohnso@fontana.org 
 
Christopher Jackson - Sergeant At Arms 
cejackson@cityofinglewood.org 
 
Rance Graham-Bailey – Student Representative 
rancegb@gmail.com 
 
Richard Jennings - Treasurer 
bricjenns@aol.com 
 
On a final note, we lost our friend and colleague, 
Harold Foster, one of the first professionally trained 
Black planners. This newsletter edition is dedicated 
to issues he cared passionately about – social equity. 
Harold often referred to himself as “Dorothy Foster’s 
son” and approached planning with questions like, 
“Can Mom go to work, to the grocery store, the bank, 
and the movies all in her own neighborhood?” When I 
was a graduate student, Harold’s questions taught me 
why it is important to be part of the planning process. 
Rest in peace, Harold.  We will miss you.  
 
For Better Communities,  
Melanie Wilson 
 
Melanie Wilson, PBCD Chair  
uncuva@gmail.com  
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Author: Bill Washburn, AICP, Washington, DC  

The Planning and the Black Community Division of the APA lost one of its most outstanding and knowledgeable 

members on September 4, 2012. Our own Harold E. Foster unexpectedly made his transition on that date due to 

complications following surgery. 

 

Harold was a true public intellectual who never hesitated to press the cause of social and economic equity, 

whether on the job or off. His perspective was a global one that was informed by a deep knowledge of geography, 

politics and history. He was also unapologetic about his strong bond to his African cultural heritage. Harold 

expressed himself on matters of equitable urban development through his fact-laden e-mails and numerous 

discussions with his friends and professional acquaintances.  Harold constantly pressed for an American Planning 

Association whose membership reflected the diversity of the urban, suburban, and rural communities served by the 

planning profession. 

It is unfortunate that younger practitioners who are new to, or who have recently joined, the planning profession will 

never have the opportunity to meet Harold Foster in person. I believe, however, that were he here to advise our less 

seasoned colleagues on how to do successful planning, he would leave them with the following “pearls of wisdom:” 

 Transit-oriented development that prices residents on limited or fixed incomes out of the local housing market is 

actually transit-oriented displacement. 

 Sometimes, policy makers [elected and appointed officials] have to engage in the radical act of actually making 

policy. Planners should provide them with the knowledge, the tools, and the encouragement to do just that. 

 Effective planners listen with their ears instead of their mouths. This is how they best serve the interests of those 

who have been traditionally excluded or overlooked when planning decisions are made that negatively impact 

disadvantaged communities. 

Finally, I will remember Harold as a fearless and progressive voice for positive social change and environmental 

justice within the Prince George’s County Planning Department and within the planning profession. We honor our 

fallen comrade in the struggle for justice, and we choose likewise to stand for social, economic, and environmental 

justice in America. 

 

 

 

A native Washingtonian and academic overachiever, Harold attended Peabody 

Elementary School. He graduated from Paul Junior High in 1965 and Calvin Coolidge 

High School in 1969 with high honors. He received a Bachelor’s Degree in Geography 

from Syracuse University in 1973 and a Master’s Degree in Urban Development from 

Cornell University in 1975. Harold also enjoyed 29 years of marriage to his now-

widowed wife, Teresita, a native of Peru. Harold began his career with the District of 

Columbia government where he worked for over twenty years as a transportation 

(transit) planner. In 1994, he joined the Prince George’s Planning Department, part of 

the Maryland-National Capital Park Commission where he worked until shortly 

before his passing. Harold Foster 
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Future of Equitable Development    
 

 

Author: Anita Hairston, AICP, PolicyLink  
 

Communities across America are experiencing unprecedented demographic change, with the country 

slated to become “majority-minority” by 2043, according to the latest figures from the U.S. Census 

Bureau.1  As the country changes, planners must be at the forefront in responding to new challenges and 

creating equitable outcomes for low-income people and communities of color.  In fact, they must strive 

for equity—just and fair inclusion for all.  Equity is no longer just a matter of social justice or morality.  

It is an economic imperative as well as essential to realizing truly, sustainable outcomes.   

 

Today, many urban and regional planners are working in communities where the majority of the 

population is African American, Latino, Asian American, Native American or a combination of the above.  

Already, people of color are the majority in California, Hawaii, New Mexico, Texas and the District of 

Columbia, as well as in 49 metro regions and 311 counties.  
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America Will Be a Majority People-of-Color Nation By 2043 
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PolicyLink has been working for more than a decade to advance 

economic and social equity in communities and regions across the nation.  One of the areas of focus has 

been “equitable development,” which is an approach to creating healthy, vibrant, communities of 

opportunity that ensures low-income people and communities of color participate in and benefit from 

decisions that shape their neighborhoods and regions. To realize this vision, PolicyLink created the 

Equitable Development Toolkiti, an online resource that includes 27 tools to reverse patterns of 

segregation and disinvestment, prevent displacement, and promote equitable revitalization.  

 

The Planning and the Black Community Division (PBCD) of APA has been a leader in thinking about what 

planning means for and in communities of color and low-income communities.  As our nation’s regions 

transform into “majority-minority” populations, PBCD is well-positioned to help lead the planning 

community to a greater focus on equity and equitable development. A hunger exists for this information 

to aide in local and regional planning efforts.    

 

For example, in December 2012, grantees funded by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 

Development’s Sustainable Communities Initiative gathered in Washington DC to receive training to 

support their work on regional plans with economic and social equity as a core focus.  More than two 

dozen of the grantees expressed a strong interest is developing their knowledge of effective public 

engagement techniques, particularly how to meaningfully engage communities of color and low-income 

people.  The grantees represented local planning organizations, metropolitan planning organizations, and 

other regional governments located in urban, suburban, and rural communities across the country.   They 

were eager to learn about promising practices about how to engage Latinos, African Americans, and 

Asian Americans in community and regional planning initiatives.  While this group represented a small 

segment of planners working in communities across the nation, demographic changes will likely result in 

a growing demand among planning professionals for guidance on how to ensure that communities of 

color are engaged in future development plans. 
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“It is critical that PBCD members use their wisdom, innovation, and voice toward advancing a 
planning process that seeks to engage and foster more equitable outcomes for  

low-income people and communities of color. So how can PBCD do that?” 

Consider the following:  

 

1. Leverage Opportunities to Shift the Debate: 

Undoubtedly, the conversation about changing 

demographics is moving from the dinner table 

into the community.  It is widely acknowledged 

that the 2012 elections represented a 

monumental change in civic participation, in 

that women, Latinos, and youth populations 

were pivotal in determining the outcome of 

many of the electoral races. Moreover, there is 

significant attention on demographic change as 

more and more “baby boomers” hit age 65. As 

Mitchell Silver, AICP/PP, American Planning 

Association president, has reminded planners, 

America is "graying" and "browning." These 

shifts present opportunities to focus attention 

on economic and social equity as the pathway 

forward for building socially inclusive, 

economically resilient communities in America. 

 

 

2. Get and Share the Facts about Regional 

Change: While demographic change is occurring 

across the nation, the nature of this change is 

different in each region. It is important for 

planners to understand the dynamics of the 

change that is happening in the region in which 

they are working.  Moreover, planners should use 

this information as critical inputs for the 

community and regional plans that they engage 

local residents to develop. The U.S. Census 

provides data about current demographics and 

projected trends for the nation’s regions. 

Additionally, the report America’s Tomorrow: 

Equity is the Superior Growth Model, by PolicyLink 

and the Program for Environmental and Regional 

Equity at the University of Southern California, 

presents analysis of the changes in racial 

demographics in 187 metropolitan regions.3 

 

 
Continued on next page 
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3. Lift Up Equitable Solution: Many planners have long been working in 

communities where the demographics reflect the changes that other 

communities are now experiencing.  The goal of this work has been to develop 

and implement the types of approaches to community development which 

ensure that all Americans—regardless of race, income or zip code— have a 

chance to participate and prosper.  One example is Vision for Broadway, a 

report developed as part of a PBCD technical assistance workshop, which 

presents a roadmap to revitalize a major commercial corridor in Gary, Indiana 

by leveraging community benefits agreements to meet needs of local residents, 

promoting historic preservation and fostering asset-building opportunities for 

low-income families.4 Another example is Healthy Corridor for All, a report by 

PolicyLink, TakeAction Minnesota, and ISAIAH that makes recommendations 

about how to leverage a rezoning effort to support positive health and equity 

outcomes for communities of color along a transit corridor in Saint Paul, 

Minnesota.5 
 

4. Tell A Personal Story:  Planners should consider the questions: What drew 

me into the planning profession? What drives my work today?  Harold Foster, 

the Washington-DC planner to whom this newsletter is dedicated, would 

often contextualize his remarks about the future of DC neighborhoods with 

his decades of experience having grown up in the city, which gave him an 

understanding of the history of growth, change, and development that few 

other DC planning professionals possessed. Planners should take a cue from 

Mr. Foster and share their personal story as part of their community and 

regional planning work. 
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In the years to come, our nation will experience a major transformation in terms of the racial/ethnic 

composition of our population. Will America be ready for this transformation? Planners working in 

“majority-minority” communities have already built an array of tools and resources for planning more 

equitable communities. Now, more than ever, it is critical that these are shared more broadly across the 

field so that all low-income people and communities of color benefit from innovative policies and 

investments. Let's seize the moment and offer up the solutions developed from work in Gary, Indiana, 

Washington, DC, Saint Paul, Minnesota, and communities across the nation to advance a more equitable 

agenda for America. 
 

1 Please see, http://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/population/cb12-243.html.  
2 This toolkit is available online at:  www.policylink.org. 
3 This report is available online at: www.policylink.org.  
4 Please see, http://www.planning.org/divisions/blackcommunity/pdf/garyindinana.pdf.  
5 Please see, http://www.policylink.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=lkIXLbMNJrE&b=5136581&ct=11639565 
 
 

Anita M. Hairston, AICP, is a Senior Associate at PolicyLink. Based in Washington DC, she advances PolicyLink 

priorities that relate to promoting equitable and fair infrastructure investments, with a particular focus on surface 

transportation. Prior to joining PolicyLink, Anita spent six years with the Washington, DC Office of Planning, where 

she served first as a Community Planner, working on neighborhood and citywide plans and ultimately as the Chief of 

Staff, providing leadership to the agency's media activities, legislative initiatives, and several of its major projects.  

Anita holds a Master’s Degree in City and Regional Planning from the University of California, Berkeley and is a 

member of the American Institute of Certified Planners.  
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“40 Years Later:” Why NOMA Still Matters   
 

 

Author: Katherine Williams, NOMA 

Community design has been important to me ever ince I was a 

student in the nation’s capital at Howard University. It was here 

that I realized a lot of the people who lack quality neighborhoods 

with affordable housing, thriving commercial corridors, and access 

to public transportation, look just like me. I began to see that my 

career in architecture could have an impact on these 

neighborhoods. It was also at Howard that I was introduced to the 

National Organization of Minority Architects (NOMA) and saw 

architects who had close ties to what was happening at the 

neighborhood level. 

In October 2012, I had the opportunity to discuss my work with 

other architects and allied professionals at the NOMA annual 

conference in Detroit. NOMA celebrated its 40th anniversary in 

2012. The annual conference is one of the few places where I am 

surrounded by architects and designers who look like me. While 

looks are not the most important part of my existence, my work in 

poor and underserved neighborhoods teaches me there are still 

many places where people feel the affects of being marginalized 

because of the prejudices people hold based on physical 

appearance. According to a 2009 firm survey1, architects of color 

barely account for twenty percent of licensed architects.                   

In communities with predominately Latino, African-American, 

Native American and/or Asian residents, people often interact with 

architects outside their ethnic group during community planning 

workshops. However, what if we were in a world where that was 

not always the norm. 

 

 

 

Continued on next page 
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“40 Years Later:” Why NOMA Still Matters   
 

 

We all want to think that the United States is beyond putting people in boxes by ethnicity or physical 

appearance. The reality is that in many places this is just not the case. We would like to be “judged by 

content of [our] character” not the color of our skin. However, when working intimately with 

communities and residents who feel vulnerable because of changes taking place in their neighborhood, 

it can be a great comfort seeing someone whom you feel is like you. 

 According to Steven Lewis, former NOMA 

president, “architects of color have always been 

working in their “hoods.” It has been part of their 

DNA, their philosophy, their role as designers 

and builders.” As the son of an architect, Lewis 

talks about seeing architects in his father’s 

generation always doing projects for their 

community. For example, they assisted with 

church renovations and neighborhood centers.  

 

 

The 1960s and ‘70s was also a time when many African American professionals in urban centers had 

a responsibility to their communities foisted on them by their neighbors and family. 

 

 

NOMA Conference. Courtesy: Katherine Williams  

Courtesy: Katherine Williams 

Continued on next page 
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“40 Years Later:” Why NOMA Still Matters   
 

 

I think young architects struggle with balancing a sense of responsibility to one’s ethnic community 

with the desire to pursue all types of work that one may deem interesting and professionally fulfilling. 

After attending the NOMA conference for the first time in 2012, Mark Matel, an Enterprise Rose Fellow 

working in Boston wrote:  

“I'm very interested in the discussion of the role of Minority Architects in community development 
and the racial, economic, political, etc. tensions that are 'reduced' when working in underserved 
communities. However, I think it is key to note that it is not an advantage but a reduction in 
tension to be a person of color working in these communities and the better culturally attune the 
architect is to the community he/she is serving, the better the result of including the community’s 
thoughts into development projects. I believe that the heart and intentions of the person outweigh 
the cultural background/heritage when working in these communities but it does help for 
community members to see similar faces.” 

 

As we move into a world that has shrunk, one where architects can work almost anywhere, NOMA’s 

voice is still vital to the communities that can be so easily overlooked or overrun because of their lack 

of a savvy political presence.  This work to transform, improve, and empower communities does not 

always have to be at the design or construction level though. Sometimes architects forget the making of 

the deal is just as important as the execution of the deal. Regina Davis, a designer and community 

planner who led a nonprofit community development organization for over ten years says:   

“I'd like to see Black architects, planners, real estate developers and community activists working 
collaboratively and strategically. For example, the 100 Black Men organization schedules its 
national meeting in the same city and time as the Congressional Black Caucus annual meeting to 
facilitate networking. Why can't NOMA and Planning and the Black Community Division of APA 
provide such opportunities?” 
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“40 Years Later:” Why NOMA Still Matters   
 

 

 

The election of President Barack Obama changed the perception of who can be president in the United 

States. However, I think most people agree there are still individual prejudices and as a consequence 

communities who have not been given a seat at our collective table. This is especially true when we 

look at who gets to design and build in this country. For this reason, even at 40 years old, there is still a 

role for NOMA to play in the preparation of architects and giving voice to underserved communities so 

that residents can be empowered to shape their neighborhoods. 

1 http://www.aia.org/about/initiatives/AIAS076703  

 

Katherine Williams is a licensed architect in Virginia. She was formerly a Project Manager and Enterprise Rose 

Architectural Fellow at the San Francisco Housing Development Corporation. She has served in numerous positions 

including the AIA Housing Knowledge Community advisory group, editing the National Organization of Minority 

Architects (NOMA) magazine, and on several non-profit boards. Katherine graduated from Howard University and 

is a LEED Accredited Professional. She is a mom to one daughter and writes about community design online at 

katherinerw.com  
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A Legacy of Warren County: Environmental Justice  
Contributions to the Practice of Community Planning  

 

February 17, 2013 

Author: Charles Lee1 

Over thirty years ago, I participated in the 

historic 1982 protests against the siting of a 

polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) hazardous waste 

landfill in a poor African American community in 

Warren County, North Carolina.  These protests 

gave rise to a national movement for 

environmental justice. Many of the tenets 

embodied within the series of protests and 

subsequent local actions have been advanced by 

numerous people of color, low-income and tribal 

communities nationally during the past three 

decades. 

Figure 1.  Charles Lee offers reflections about the 
PCB protests of 1982 at Coley Springs Missionary 
Baptist Church in Afton, North Carolina (Warren 
County).  Courtesy: Carlton Eley 

As a result, these communities have become models of participatory democratic action regarding 

social justice and the environment, supported by partnerships and research. It has been a 

privilege to have participated in or witnessed the emergence of many of these models of 

participatory democracy and how they have contributed to the field of community planning. This 

article will highlight some of these models, with a focus on the following areas: (1) community 

health, (2) land use and zoning, (3) community economic development, and (4) use of the 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

Community Health: Warren County is but one of many examples of how residents from impacted 
people of color, low-income and tribal communities proactively influenced the decision-making 
process.  Over the past 30 years, these communities overcame barriers posed by technocratic 
professionals and policy makers, including at times city planners and public health practitioners.  
Through such a process, Warren County community leaders secured detoxification of their 
leaking PCB landfill, under the premise that they did not want its contaminated soil to be shipped 
to a similar community.   
 
The Warren County protests led directly to my landmark 1987 report Toxic Wastes and Race in 
the United States,2 the first national study on the demographic patterns associated with the 
location of hazardous wastes sites. This study has been widely credited with catalyzing grassroots 
action, research and public policy in the arena of environmental justice.  It led to, what is now, the 
EPA Office of Environmental Justice, National Environmental Justice Advisory Council, Executive 
Order 12898 on environmental justice, and the federal Interagency Working Group on 
Environmental Justice.  
 
 

Continued on next page 
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Practice of Community Planning  
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In September 2012, Warren County residents held a 30th anniversary 

celebration of the PCB landfill protests. Community leaders, 

consisting of key players in the 1982 protests as well as new voices 

from churches, county government, and local universities, made 

“planning for a healthy future” the celebration’s theme.  They wanted 

the legacy of this historic protest to be a positive vision of 

community health and sustainability. In other words, the iconic black 

and white photos from 1982, in part, captured residents fighting 

against a landfill’s siting.  However, it is seldom mentioned that the 

photos also capture citizens striving to protect and improve their 

quality of life. 

It stands to reason why environmental justice efforts have become 
closely linked to the emergence of community-based participatory 
research (CBPR). CBPR is increasingly recognized as a potent 
approach to conducting research with—rather than on—
communities. CBPR is a collaborative process that equitably involves 
all partners to research a topic of importance to the community with 
the aim of combining knowledge and action for social change to 
improve community health and eliminate health disparities, while 
recognizing the unique strengths that each group brings.   
 
The policy and related outcomes produced by these CBPR 
partnerships include: conversion of the New York City bus fleet to 
compressed natural gas and clean diesel gas (West Harlem 
Environmental Action-WEACT), passage of a 2007 North Carolina 
law banning new hog facilities in the state and setting higher 
standards for waste treatment (Concerned Citizens of 
Tillery/University of North Carolina School of Public Health), 
lowering of emissions standards and acceptable cancer risk levels by 
75 percent (Southern California Environmental Justice 
Collaborative), and the establishment of a statewide Healthy Food 
Purchase pilot program (Literacy for Environmental Justice/San 
Francisco Department of Public Health).3  Not only will these efforts 
lead to better health for the affected communities, they have pushed 
the national dialogue on reunifying the fields of public health, 
environment, and planning.4   
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.  A representative from the 
North Carolina Department of Cultural 
Resources unveiled a historic maker at 
the ceremony, officially recognizing the 
significance of the environmental 
justice movement to the history of the 
state.  Courtesy: Carlton Eley  

“In September 

2012, Warren 

County residents 

held a 30th 

anniversary 

celebration of the 

PCB landfill 

protests.” 

Continued on next page 
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Land Use and Zoning: Many of the above examples are related, directly or 
indirectly, to land use planning issues. It is an incontestable fact that 
environmental hazards and locally unwanted land uses are inequitably 
distributed by race and class in the United States.  In addition, empirical 
evidence shows that environmental justice advocates are beginning to 
move from reactive strategies to proactive planning and participation in 
policymaking. In this new land use planning model of environmental 
justice, residents of underserved and overburdened neighborhoods 
identify not only the activities they wish to exclude from their 
neighborhoods, but also offer their visions for what they wish to include in 
their neighborhoods. In other words, their visions of the public good.5 

As early as 1993, People Organized in Defense of Earth and her Resources 
(PODER), successfully tackled land use issues by securing the relocation of 
a fuel storage tank farm in East Austin, Texas.6 The co-mingling of 
industrial uses with residential areas in predominantly African American 
and Mexican American East Austin resulted from Austin’s comprehensive 
plan and zoning laws, passed in 1928 and 1931 respectively.  These actions 
permitted restrictive covenants that prohibited people of color from 
buying in white areas and relegated industrial and “unrestricted” uses to 
East Austin.7   
 
More recently, the Environmental Health Coalition (EHC) secured passage 
of the Westside (National City) Specific Land Use Plan in San Diego, 
California.  As part of this process, residents were trained in EHC’s Social 
Change for Justice and Community Planning Model. This community-driven 
land use plan includes zoning changes which separate industrial land uses 
from residential areas, relocating most polluting industries to a designated 
industrial zone, developing former business sites to serve the community, 
ensuring sustainable, new housing that is affordable to current residents 
and does not displace existing residents because of price or size, and 
creates “Transition Zones” which buffer residential neighborhoods from 
poor air quality and other negative impacts from industrial operations.8   
 
Brownfields and Urban Redevelopment: During the 1990’s, urban areas 
in the US became immersed in efforts to redevelop partially contaminated 
or perceived to be contaminated properties known as brownfields.  These 
properties, which are estimated to number more than 450,000,9 existed 
largely in blighted urban areas and were a legacy of America’s industrial 
past. Redeveloping them would inevitably impact the quality of life of many 
people of color, low-income and tribal communities in significant ways.   
 

 

 

“It is an 
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in the United 

States.” 
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February 17, 2013 

As enthusiasm on the part of developers and city officials picked up, it was obvious that impacted 
communities were missing from the process.  As chair of the National Environmental Justice Advisory 
Council waste committee, I convened public dialogues in five cities to ensure that impacted 
communities had a meaningful voice in shaping the direction of EPA’s brownfields redevelopment 
program. The resulting report, Environmental Justice, Urban Revitalization and Brownfields: The Search 
for Authentic Signs of Hope,10 significantly reframed EPA’s brownfields efforts within the larger context 
of community revitalization rather then merely site-by-site assessment, cleanup and redevelopment.  
The report’s 69 recommendations have resulted in significant EPA actions, such as direct financial 
assistance to community organizations, verification that municipal grant application had authentic 
community partnerships, establishment of a brownfields federal interagency partnership, and the 
National Brownfields Conference.  In retrospect, the EPA’s response to this transformative report 
represented one of its earliest attempts to promote genuinely sustainable communities.   
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Representative G.K. Butterfield and 

his predecessors, Congresswoman Eva Clayton 

and Congressman Frank Balance, offered 

continuity by explaining how each made 

cleanup of the PCB landfill a priority as elected 

officials.  Courtesy: Carlton Eley  

Since the release of the report in 1996, communities have 
provided stellar examples of comprehensive 
revitalization. For example, the ReGenesis Environmental 
Justice Partnership in Spartanburg, South Carolina moved 
from efforts to address contamination from two 
Superfund and multiple Brownfields sites to a holistic 
community plan that included health care, transportation, 
housing, green space development. Starting with a $20K 
Environmental Justice Small Grant, the partnership has 
secured more than $200 million in public and private 
sector funding. In a like manner, Port Arthur, Texas 
provided a magnificent vision of redevelopment and 
revitalization in an industrial fence-line community. It is 
implementing a plan to relocate the Carver Terrace 
housing project directly adjacent to the Motiva 
petrochemical plant and turn the area into a greenway 
that will anchor the revitalization of the city’s 
impoverished West Side.  
 

This is an example of how disadvantaged industrial, fence-line communities are implementing 
innovative community planning practices that promote public health, green development and 
economic viability. Lastly, environmental justice efforts have given birth to area wide planning, as 
exemplified by the New York State Brownfield Opportunity Areas Program and EPA’s Brownfields Area 
Wide Planning Grants.  
 Continued on next page 
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National Environmental Policy Act: Finally, given the Obama Administration’s support for 
environmental justice, this is an opportune time to make significant progress towards realizing the 
promise of NEPA.  Among other things, NEPA calls upon all federal agencies to “utilize a systematic, 
interdisciplinary approach which will insure the integrated use of the natural and social sciences and 
the environmental design arts in planning and in decision-making…” to “fulfill the social, economic, and 
other requirements of present and future generations.”11   
 
The expansion of the nation’s fourth largest container port in Charleston, South Carolina provides an 
illustration of the innovative use of NEPA. As a result of a required evaluation of the port expansion, the 
neighborhoods surrounding the proposed port expansion were identified as communities with 
potential environmental justice concerns due to their high concentration of minority and low-income 
populations.  NEPA regulation 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(f) requires appropriate mitigation measures to 
avoid, minimize, rectify, reduce, or compensate for potential impacts.  Accordingly, EPA worked with 
these communities to develop a plan for mitigating potential environmental and socio-economic 
impacts from the port expansion.  In part, the mitigation plan included: (1) air monitoring, (2) storm 
water management, (3) employment training programs, and (4) expanded health care opportunities.12   
 
Environmental justice efforts have also spurred the emergence of Health Impact Assessment (HIA), 
which consist of a combination of methods to examine formally the potential health effects of a 
proposed policy, program, or project.  HIAs have received considerable interest over the past decade as 
a practical mechanism for collaborating among many sectors to address the environmental 
determinants of health and achieve more effectively the goals of health promotion. Environmental 
justice advocates see HIAs as an important approach to increasing attention to health issues in 
environmental assessments performed under NEPA. 
 
 

 

May 15 - 17, 2013 -- Atlanta, GA 

www.brownfieldsconference.org/en/home  

 Continued on next page 

http://www.brownfieldsconference.org/en/home
http://www.brownfieldsconference.org/en/home
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Figure 4.  The environmental justice movement 
has many leaders working at the grassroots 
level.  Charles Lee and Benjamin Chavis were 
only two of them. Today, environmental justice 
is a global movement. Courtesy: Carlton Eley  

Environmental Justice Contributions to the 
Practice of Community Planning  

 

February 17, 2013 

Conclusion: This article highlights my observations about a 
few of the many contributions that Warren County and other 
environmental justice efforts have made to the field of 
community planning over the past 30 years.  During this time, 
the environmental justice movement has evolved 
tremendously.  Environment justice advocates and residents 
of underserved and overburdened communities are not 
merely fighting to prevent and mitigate environmental harms 
to their neighborhoods. They are also acting to transform 
their communities, guided by their own visions of the positive 
things they want to include there.  The experiences of Warren 
County and similar communities should not be viewed as 
something marginal to or separate from the planning field.  
Instead, they have been a catalyst for good planning as well as 
planning innovations. Environmental justice efforts over the 
past 30 years have created a coherent set of theory and 
practice that far sight planners committed to truly equitable, 
healthy and sustainable communities should build on. 
 
 
1 Charles Lee is widely recognized as a true pioneer in the arena of environmental justice.  He was the principal author of the seminal 
report, Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States, the first national study on the demographic patterns associated with the location of 
hazardous waste sites.  He helped to spearhead various efforts that resulted in the emergence of the environmental justice movement, 
such as the First National People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit, and federal action, such as Executive Order 12898 and the 
establishment of EPA’s Office of Environmental Justice.  Mr. Lee is currently the Deputy Associate Assistant Administrator for 
Environmental Justice at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  The views expressed in this essay are solely those of the author.  No 
official support or endorsement of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or any agency of the federal government is intended or 
should be inferred.  
2 United Church of Christ Commission for Racial Justice, Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States: A National Study on the Demographic 
Characteristics of Communities Surrounding Hazardous Waste Sites, New York, NY: 1987. 
3 University of California at Berkeley School of Public Health and PolicyLink, Promoting Public Health Policy through Community Based 
Participatory Research: Ten Case Studies, Kellogg Foundation. 
4  Greenberg, Michael, Frank Popper, Bernadette West and Donald Kruekeberg, “Linking City Planning and Public Health in the United 
States,” Journal of Planning Literature, 8, 1994, 235-239. 
5 Arnold, Craig Anthony, “Planning Milagros: Environmental Justice and Land Use Regulation,” Denver University Law Journal, 76:1, 1998. 
6 See: http://www.poder-texas.org/tank_farm_story.html  
7 National Academy of Public Administration, Addressing Community Concerns: How Environmental Justice Relates to Land Use Planning and 
Zoning, July 2003. http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/reports/annual-project-reports/napa-land-use-zoning-
63003.pdf  
8 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Promising Practices to Improve Community Performance and Sustainability, Part II, EPA-840-R-12-
004, See: http://www.epa.gov/care/documents/care_part2_final_10-16-12.pdf  
9 See:  http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/basic_info.htm 
10 National Environmental Justice Advisory Council, Environmental Justice, Urban Revitalizations and Brownfields: The Search for Authentic 
Signs of Hope, EPA 500-R-960002, See: http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/publications/nejac/public-dialogue-
brownfields-1296.pdf 
11 The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended (Pub. L. 91-190, 42 U.S.C. 4321-4347, January 1, 1970, as amended by Pub. 
L. 94-52, July 3, 1975, Pub. L. 94-83, August 9, 1975, and Pub. L. 97-258, § 4(b), Sept. 13, 1982)  
12 See: http://lamcnc.org/mitigationplan.htm 

http://www.poder-texas.org/tank_farm_story.html
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/reports/annual-project-reports/napa-land-use-zoning-63003.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/reports/annual-project-reports/napa-land-use-zoning-63003.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/care/documents/care_part2_final_10-16-12.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/basic_info.htm
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/publications/nejac/public-dialogue-brownfields-1296.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/publications/nejac/public-dialogue-brownfields-1296.pdf
http://lamcnc.org/mitigationplan.htm
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Author: Kimberly Dowdell, The SEED Network  

 

SEED (Social Economic Environmental Design) began long before the summer of 2005.  While the 

SEED Network is flourishing as an international phenomenon under the leadership of Design Corps 

today, SEED has been a part of my story for as long as I can remember.   

I made a decision to enter the design profession in middle school because I wanted to create positive 

change in my environment. Growing up in Detroit during the 80’s and 90’s exposed me to much 

more than I would like to recall at times.  The first nine years of my life were spent on Detroit’s east 

side in a home that my grandparents proudly purchased in the late 1940’s, integrating an all-white 

neighborhood. For decades, the family home was well maintained and surrounded by a true 

community of other hard working residents. By the time I was born in the early 80’s, the 

neighborhood had already transformed into a shell of what it had once been.  My grandfather had 

passed away shortly after he retired from Ford Motor Company and shortly before I was born.  My 

grandmother no longer wanted to maintain a big empty house on her own since she had already 

raised her six children.  The house was available and my mom had just given birth to a baby girl.  We 

moved in and continued to watch the neighborhood change. 

My earliest memories occurred at 4516 Sheridan and included playing in the backyard with the mint 

leaves or gardening on the side of the house, next to Mrs. English’s home.  I would sometimes help 

my mom paint the curb or the base of the trees in the front of the house.  I wasn’t allowed to play 

outside by myself because it just wasn’t that kind of neighborhood anymore.  Many of the neighbors 

that my grandparents knew were no longer living there.  Some of the homes that had once made the 

block complete were now missing, like teeth.  This was a different place now.  When I was small, I 

made a little rhyme that my mom thought was clever, “east side, east side, what a place…don’t leave 

home without your mace.”  While it may sound cute, that was our reality. 

 

 

 

Continued on next page 

http://www.seed-network.org/
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I was able to compare this environment to other places in Metro 

Detroit because I frequently visited with family members in 

Midtown, the west side and Southfield.  I even went to school on 

the west side because my mom didn’t feel comfortable with 

sending me to the local school that she had attended as one of 

the first black students more than three decades earlier.  Jones 

School is now all black. I attended another Detroit Public School, 

Burns Elementary, which was also all black, except for two 

white kids.  For a long time, I didn’t understand why we had to 

wake up so early and catch three city buses to take me to Burns 

on the other side of town.  It took well over an hour to get to 

school every day.  I saw a lot on those city buses along the way, 

making the journey itself like an education of sorts. On more 

than one occasion, I recall being abruptly awakened from a nap 

on my mom’s shoulder by an alarming fight between bus 

passengers.  Eventually, my mom was able to get a used car to 

avoid such incidents, but occasionally her various cars would be 

stolen and we would have to start all over again.   

 

 

“Part of the reason 

why she went 

through so much to 

take me to the west 

side for school was to 

give me a better 

chance.” 

Part of the reason why she went through so much to take me to the west side for school was to give 

me a better chance.  She knew that Sheridan no longer provided a viable neighborhood for raising a 

little girl. In 1992, we moved just a few blocks away from Burns Elementary.  My commute was less 

than a ten-minute walk, and I could finally go to school all by myself. We lived in a house on 

Strathmoore, which provided a better sense of community and more of a safe feeling than Sheridan.  

While it was still not the suburbs, it was a step in the right direction.  There were more working 

families, better shopping areas, fewer missing houses and a more vibrant atmosphere.  One day, 

there was an eviction notice posted on the door and we were suddenly in the market for a new 

community. 

 

Continued on next page 
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Temporarily, we stayed with relatives in the 
suburbs, but we eventually landed in a public 
housing complex in the New Center area of 
Detroit.  That place didn’t feel like much of a 
community at all, but it did have a pool. 
 
I was fortunate to have been afforded the 
opportunity to attend boarding school at 
Cranbrook, in an affluent suburb of Detroit.        
I finally got to see how the other half lived and 
began to understand what was missing in 
many of the communities that had been a part 
of my story prior to high school. Living in 
Bloomfield Hills, on Cranbrook’s campus was 
an incredible experience that solidified the 
notion that successful environments are 
designed and they evolve over time to meet 
the needs of their inhabitants. Cranbrook 
wasn’t just a school, it was an educational 
community and it was designed as such.                
I lived and breathed that life for four years and 
I really appreciated my time there.  I left Metro 
Detroit for Cornell University in 2001.         
Much like Cranbrook, Cornell was designed 
with a mission and met the changing needs of 
the student population over its history.  
Studying architecture at Cornell was another 
invaluable experience that I deeply 
appreciated.  It allowed me to process all that I 
had seen over my two decades of existence 
and understand it in a design context. I took 
classes in city and regional planning, business, 
real estate, the humanities and others that I 
thought could shed light on why Sheridan 
became such a tragedy. More importantly, I 
wanted to figure out how to turn it around, 
and the opportunity was closer than I realized. 
 

I was interning at the General Services 
Administration (GSA), in the Office of the Chief 
Architect during the summer of 2005, just 
before my final year of architecture school.  
My supervisor was Steve Lewis, a dear friend 
and mentor of mine to this day.  Steve handed 
me a copy of Metropolis and suggested that I 
take a look.  Immediately, I was drawn into the 
article written by Lance Hosey entitled, “The 
Ethics of Brick. It addressed the triple bottom 
line, with a particular focus on social equity.  
In my opinion, social and economic issues are 
at the heart of why places like Sheridan fail 
over time. As I read Hosey’s article and 
reminisced on my experience of growing up in 
Detroit, I had an epiphany, and I saw a 
solution. 
 
The US Green Building Council had created a 
new rating system called Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design or LEED.  
After reading the article, the concept of 
augmenting LEED with a social focus in the 
development realm emerged. I simply 
suggested to Steve there should be something 
like LEED for social issues, and we could call it 
“SEED.”   
 
At that moment, SEED was born and has 
received the support of countless individuals 
and organizations since 2005.  I’m incredibly 
proud of how my concept has grown into 
something very important in the design field, 
and I am grateful to Steve for sharing my 
vision with the roundtable at Harvard’s 
Graduate School of Design in October 2005.  
On the SEED website, this event is where 
SEED “is said” to have been created.   
 
 Continued on next page 

http://www.metropolismag.com/story/20050516/the-ethics-of-brick
http://www.metropolismag.com/story/20050516/the-ethics-of-brick
http://seednetwork.org/history/
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In some ways, this is true because the 
roundtable lead to the creation of the SEED 
Network which is “a principle-based network 
of individuals and organizations dedicated to 
building and supporting a culture of civic 
responsibility and engagement in the built 
environment and the public realm.” However, 
SEED truthfully began the moment I started to 
feel that my neighborhood -- Sheridan -- 
should be a better place.  I didn’t know what to 
call it back then, but the truth remains that 
SEED has been a part of me since I was a little 
girl trying to make sense of my changing 
neighborhood in Detroit. I’m happy to share 
the SEED concept with society and hope that 
the SEED Network will continue to thrive and 
have an impact on communities all across the 
globe. 
 
SEED’s mission is to advance the right of every 
person to live in a socially, economically and 
environmentally healthy community. Through 
our custom evaluation process, SEED certifies 
the advancement of this mission in the 
projects that apply.  We’ve received hundreds 
of applications and have recognized dozens of 
worldwide projects with SEED awards and 
honorable mentions.  The SEED concept is one 
that has a tremendous amount of potential to 
become truly transformative in places like 
Detroit, and on streets like Sheridan.  
Unfortunately, we were too late to save my 
family’s old house.  I was saddened to learn 
that it had been demolished in late 2012.             
I had just driven by to assess the damage in 
October, and it was gone by November.   
 
As I went to observe the empty lot where 4516 
once stood, it broke my heart. I saw Mrs. 
English’s home still barely standing up on one 
side and two other empty lots on the other 
side. Obviously, this place suffered from much 
more than what design can address alone. 
 
 

There were deep social and economic issues that 
played a major role in the decline of this once 
healthy community over the course of many 
decades.  If nothing else, the legacy of Sheridan is 
that it created in me a vision and a desire to 
address the pressing issues that destroy 
neighborhoods and diminish people’s quality of 
life.  My coming of age experience in Detroit is 
largely to be credited with the emergence of SEED 
as a response to the internal stresses that I’d been 
feeling throughout my life.  How can we fix this?  
What are the challenges and needs in my 
community? How can we meet these needs, not 
only by design, but with socially, economically and 
environmentally sustainable resources? What 
could have been done differently to save Sheridan? 
More importantly, what can we do as an industry 
working in collaboration with our broader society 
to prevent this kind of tragic loss of community in 
our urban core?   
 
This story isn’t about a demolished house. It is 
about a passion to build strong neighborhoods that 
can evolve with time to support and enrich the 
livelihood of its residents.  SEED began in my mind 
many years ago, prompted by my heart, which was 
moved by what I saw with my young eyes in 
Detroit.  With the name that I eventually realized in 
2005, SEED continues today as a movement and an 
important tool that will help countless 
communities around the world think and act 
responsibly to rise up and create solutions to 
overcome their own critical challenges.     
 

Kimberly Dowdell, an Agent of Positive Change in the 
Built Environment + Society is the co-founder of SEED 
and works as a project manager for Levien and Company 
in New York City. 
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2013 APA National Planning Conference  
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April 13 – 17, 2013, Chicago, IL           www.planning.org/conference 
Registration & Hotel Deadline: March 14, 2013 

http://www.planning.org/conference
http://www.planning.org/conference
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2013 APA National Planning Conference  

 

Community Livability through Diversity                              
(PBCD By-right Session)                                           
Sunday, April 14, 2013  1:00 - 2:15 PM                                 (1.25 CM) 
 
Age, race, income, and quality of place can have complex interactions that impact the livability and 
sustainability of the places we live, work, and play. Learn how to build a healthy community with 
facilities and services that encourage civic engagement, physical activity, celebration of diversity, 
and increased opportunity for social interaction for an aging population. Experts will draw on the 
results of a national AARP survey. 
 
PBCD Business Meeting                
Sunday, April 14, 2013  3:00 - 4:30 PM         
 
Annual business meeting for member and those interested in learning more about PBCD. 
Scholarship Recognition Event Featured. Refreshments featured. Sponsored by AARP.  
 
Community Revitalization through Urban Agriculture (W057)                                                         
PBCD MOBILE TOUR                                   
Wednesday, April 17, 2013  8:15 AM - 1:15 PM        (4.0 CM)                COST: $85 (lunch included) 
 

How have urban agriculture and adaptive re-use projects impacted community revitalization and 
development on Chicago’s South Side? And how are these projects spurring development 
throughout Chicago? Tour the 51st Street Outdoor Kitchen, the Community Christian Academy, the 
Chicago State University Aquaponics Center, and other sites to learn how planners can use adaptive 
re-use and urban agriculture to redevelop economically stagnant or underutilized properties and 
enhance the quality of life in distressed communities. Transportation: Motorcoach, walking. Lunch 
provided.  
 
Housing Preservation and Neighborhood Revitalization in Woodlawn   (W064)                                                                                                    
PBCD MOBILE TOUR                                          
Wednesday, April 17, 2013  1:15 - 5:15 PM               (3.5 CM)          COST: $65 
 
How can you develop a strategy to preserve and rehabilitate aging and/or distressed affordable 
housing developments? Learn how developers, community organizations, political leaders, and 
homeowner institutions in Woodlawn have worked together to do just that and revitalized the 
community in the process. Visit still-existing apartments in the Grove Parc Section Eight housing 
development and see how they are being transformed into Woodlawn Park, a mixed-income, 
mixed-use development. Transportation: Motorcoach, walking. 
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Employment Resources  
 

 
American Planning Association - Jobs:    www.planning.org/jobs/search/  
Planetizen - Jobs:       www.planetizen.com/jobs  
Local APA Chapters:      www.planning.org/chapters/  
Virginia Association of Counties:    www.vaco.org/Employment.html  
Virginia Municipal League:    www.vml.org/JOBS/jobs.html  
Govtjobs.com:       www.govtjobs.com/  
Governmentjobs.com:      www.governmentjobs.com  
Govtjob.net:        www.govtjob.net/job_openings.htm  
USAJobs.com (Federal Government):    www.usajobs.gov/  
New Jersey League of Municipalities:    www.njslom.org/classifieds_jobs.html  
California Job Service:      www.caljobs.gov  
Architecture Crossing:      www.architecturecrossing.com  
Geography Jobs:       www.geographyjobs.com/  
GIS Jobs:        www.gisjobs.com/  
GIS Jobs Clearinghouse:     http://www.gjc.org/  
GeoJobs.org:        www.geojobs.org/  
GIS.com:        www.gis.com/content/find-gis-job  
Foundation Center Jobs:                   http://foundationcenter.org/pnd/jobs/  
Indeed:        www.indeed.com  
Cyburbia Job Resources (Mega Listing):   www.cyburbia.org  
Urban Planning Now:      www.urbanplanningnow.com  
USA Jobs:        www.usajobs.com  
The Chronicle of Philanthropy- Jobs:    http://philanthropy.com  
National Forum of Black Public Administrators:  www.nfbpa.org 

 

http://www.nfbpa.org
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Congratulations to the following PBCD members on 
recent career moves, leadership appointments or achievements! 

 
Calvin Whitaker 

In August 2012, Calvin was selected as the Homebuyer Counseling Manager for Habitat for Humanity East 

Bay/Silicon, California. In his new position, he provides comprehensive homeowner education tailored to 

the Habitat Homeownership Program for very low to low income households. Calvin also works with real 

estate development staff to identify communities in need of affordable newly constructed and renovated 

homes.  

Eric Shaw 

In November 2012, Eric was appointed as the new Community and Economic Development Director for 

the City of Salt Lake City, Utah. In this position, Eric oversees planning, housing, economic development, 

engineering, building services, transportation and the arts council. 

Fleming El-Amin, AICP  

In January 2013, Fleming became the Citywide Transportation Planner for the District of Columbia 

Department of Transportation in Washington, DC and serves as a senior expert and technical advisor for 

the development of citywide transportation plans and policies, with an emphasis on a multi-modal 

comprehensive approach. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Member News   

 

February 17, 2013 

 

SIGN UP FOR PBCD MENTORING PROGRAM  

The Planning and Black Community Division (PBCD) is pleased to re-launch its 

mentoring program. Students and new planners will be paired with 

experienced professionals for 12 months. We strongly encourage professionals 

to volunteer their time and wisdom. The mentorship program offers a great 

opportunity for experienced planners to give back and help develop our next 

generation of committed professionals and leaders.  

http://www.planningandtheblackcommunity.org/mentoring-program 

 

http://www.planningandtheblackcommunity.org/mentoring-program
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EXECUTIVE BOARD 

 

Melanie Wilson 

Chair 

uncuva@gmail.com  

 

Patrice S. Dickerson, AICP  

Chair-Elect 
patrice.dickerson@hotmail.com  

 

Rodney Harrell, PhD 

Vice Chair for Policy 

rharrell@aarp.org  

 

Melissa Williams 

Vice Chair for Programs 

Me_lissa@gmail.com  

 

Richard Jennings 

Treasurer 

bricjenns@aol.com  

 

Shawnika Johnson  

Secretary 

nikapd@yahoo.com  

 

Christopher E. Jackson  

Sergeant at Arms 

cejackson@cityofinglewood.org  

 

Rance Graham-Bailey 

Student Representative 

rgbailey@mit.edu  

 

   

  

  

  

  

  

 

PBCD MISSION 
 

The Planning and The Black Community Division (PBCD) of APA is an 
organization that provides a national forum for planners, administrators, public 
officials, students and other interested individuals to address issues of 
significance to the black community, promote exchange between members and 
other organizations, encourage and support professional development among 
black planners and provide career information.  
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Get Involved  
 

Making Great Communities Happen 
Planning and the Black Community Division of APA  
www.planningandtheblackcommunity.org 
www.planning.org/divisions/blackcommunity  
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NEWSLETTER EDITORIAL BOARD 

Chief Newsletter Editor 

Zunilda Rodriguez, AICP 

zuniz89@hotmail.com  

  
 

Newsletter Editors 

Calvin M. Whitaker 

Otis T. Spriggs, AICP 

Chandra Frederick, AICP 

 

 

 

The PBCD Newsletter features original and reprinted articles, letters, case studies, 

photos, announcements, and news items. PBCD Newsletters are published 

quarterly and distributed to a national audience. They are intended to showcase 

local, regional and national planning stories, ideas, policies, events, membership 

oriented news and innovative planning techniques. Past PBCD News issues are 

located here: www.planningandtheblackcommunity.org 

In general, submittals for PBCD News should be relevant, geared to the diverse 

interests of our membership and be a maximum of between 1-3 pages in length. 

However, we are flexible and all submissions are subject to editorial review and 

edit. Illustrations with submissions are encouraged.   

Submittals can be sent to Calvin Whitaker at cmwhitaker@yahoo.com 

Next Submittal Deadline: March 11, 2013  
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